
Pronunciation of real words and pseudo-words
Some of the graphemes used in the check represent a number of different phonemes. When 
decoding a real word in the check, the child has to select the correct phoneme for the word, for 
example the ‘ow’ in ‘blow’ should not be pronounced as the ‘ow’ in ‘cow’. 

The tables on the next page provide guidance on some examples of common pronunciations 
of the pseudo-words in the check. When decoding a pseudo-word, all plausible alternative and 
regional pronunciations are acceptable.
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Section 1: When decoding a pseudo-word, all plausible alternative and regional pronunciations are acceptable.

Pseudo-word Acceptable pronunciation Phonemic 
representation

nop This item uses the ‘n’ from ‘net’ and rhymes with ‘mop’. /nɒp/ 

yim This item uses the ‘y’ from ‘yell’ and rhymes with ‘dim’. /jɪm/ 

zeg This item uses the ‘z’ from ‘zip’ and rhymes with ‘peg’. /zɛg/ 

ild This item combines the ‘i’ from ‘ill’ and the ‘ld’ from ‘hold’. /ɪld/

jick This item uses the ‘j’ from ‘just’ and rhymes with ‘pick’. /ʤɪk/ 

sheb This item uses the ‘sh’ from ‘ship’ and rhymes with ‘web’. /ʃɛb/  

deeg This item combines the ‘d’ from ‘doom’ with the ‘ee’ from 
‘weed’ and the ‘g’ from ‘big’.

/diːg/ 

quish This item uses the ‘qu’ from ‘quick’ and rhymes with ‘swish’. /kwɪʃ/ 

brop This item uses the ‘br’ from ‘brew’ and rhymes with ‘chop’. /brɒp/ 

sleen This item uses the ‘sl’ from ‘slurp’ and rhymes with ‘green’. /sliːn/ 

sint This item uses the ‘s’ from ‘salt’ and rhymes with ‘mint’. /sɪnt/

doilt This item uses the ‘d’ from ‘dairy’ and rhymes with ‘spoilt’. /dɔɪlt/ 

Section 2: When decoding a pseudo-word, all plausible alternative and regional pronunciations are acceptable.

Pseudo-word Acceptable pronunciation Phonemic 
representation

bew This item uses the ‘b’ from ‘bar’ and rhymes with ‘grew’. /buː/ 

clune This item uses the ‘cl’ from ‘close’ and rhymes with ‘prune’. /kluːn/  

baup This item combines the ‘b’ from ‘bell’ with the ‘au’ from 
‘audio’ and the ‘p’ from ‘hop’.

/bɔːp/

cheve This item uses the ‘ch’ from ‘chime’ and rhymes with ‘Steve’. /tʃiːv/

blenk This item combines the ‘bl’ from ‘blast’ with the ‘e’ from 
‘bless’ and the ‘nk’ from ‘sink’.

/blɛnk/

froast This item uses the ‘fr’ from ‘frost’ and rhymes with ‘toast’. /frəʊst/

scrup This item uses the ‘scr’ from ‘scrape’ and rhymes with ‘cup’. /skrʌp/ or /skrʊp/

sprace This item uses the ‘spr’ from ‘sprint’ and rhymes with ‘pace’. /spreɪs/




